


Korea's leading comprehensive media company Chosun Media Group 
has built its status as a comprehensive media group by expanding

various media businesses such as magazine, publication, and education 

based on the trust and influence of the No.1 daily newspaper Chosun Ilbo. 

Based on the 100-year know-how and network of Chosun Media Group, 
the TV Chosun, a total tv programming channel 

that produces and broadcasts well-made contents, has established, and

it is now making its mark beyond Korea as the world's best global media group

Channel｜Channel 19 (skylife channel 18)
Coverage｜National
Platform｜Cable TV, Satellite TV, IPTV

tvchosun@chosun.com
www.tvchosun.com 
Chosun Ilbo C-Square Building
40, Sejong-daero 21-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

Korea's No.1 Media Conglomerate 
Chosun Media Group
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2011 2015 2016 20182014

Korea Contents Grand Prize 
Prime Minister’s
Commendation Award

Establishment of a company 
specializing in management
and contents additional 
business

Ranked #1
in entertainment TV ratings
(including terrestrial television)

Establishment 
of start-up investment
company

Launching of online
news channel

Launching of online
entertainment channel

2019 2020
Establishment
of CSTV Co., Ltd.

Planning and production of the best contents such as 
drama, entertainment, news, and current affairs

Additional business operation such as soundtrack 
distribution, IP business, and broadcasting-related 

functions and events

Invests in movies and dramas,
Media startup equity investment

Planning, production, and distribution 
of digital contents for mobile platforms

Opening of broadcasting 
station on December 1st

Rename of C’TIME

TV CHOSUN BUSINESS OVERVIEW

Establishment
of a broadcasting 
production company

Acquisition of Business
& Channel

Launching
of variety channel

Establishment of studio
in Sangam-dong

*35.7%
(Based on Nationwide
/Paid Broadcasting Households)

Korea’s
NO.1 
channel

2021 

Broadcasting Contents - based Business Digital MediaInvestment



Cumulative Views 1.9 million views

All-age Family Channel, 

An absolute powerhouse in entertainment,

2049 Digital News channel for the joy of learning,

Online refinement contents channel that delivers valuable 
information based on knowledge such as humanities, society, 
economy, culture, and science

Corona era healing channel encompassing Trot + Health + Travel

Rapid rise in TV ratings, entertainment channel

What if the owners of the clothing stores with full
experience coordinate you with shopping mall clothes?

Class date with attractive male and female
high school students!

Fashion style that determines the first impression,
find my fashion soulmate!

SNS star decorates celeb's messy feed! 
Seasonal branded contents

Sparkling Judgment news 
explained by lawyers in

an easy-to-understand manner

Various humanities
and cultural stories told

by a sister who knows a little

Unprecedented
scenarios predicting
extreme conditions

Give me 
this dress 

LookGating

Imaginary
Girl's High 

Feed Research 
Institute 

Teen Escape! Born in 2001, 
20-year-old fashion coordination
(Eye-catching club look
 /Minor escape look)

(Super pretty and handsome
 /From Produce/Deep excitement)

(SNS profile pic that girls
 go crazy about)

What if you don't know the face 
and just look at the fashion
and find your ideal type?

Contents for realizing
the romances of teenagers

Terrible selfie. Take a best shot 
of good-looking you.

[Give me this dress EP.06] 1.85M
[Episode Avg] 720K

[Imaginary Girl's High EP.05]  4.87M
[Episode Avg] 1.45M

[LookGating EP.09] 6.06M
[Episode Avg] 2.52M 

[Feed Research Institute EP.01] 1.85M 
[Episode Avg] 430K

Like (avg) : 20K Like (avg) : 43K 

Like (avg) : 35K Like (avg) : 11K 

Reply (avg) : 1K Reply (avg) : 3.2K

Reply (avg) : 2K Reply (avg) : 1K

Various media-related business,
TIZZO Culture & Contents Co., Ltd.
A company specializing in culture that creates contents
business such as soundtrack business, goods production,
large performance, and management

Mister Trot Calendar  Miss & Mister Trot AppMister Trot Earphone Mister Trot the Movie

Mister Trot Soundtrack Mister Trot Photo BookMister Trot Coloring Book Mister Trot Concerts

Digital Entertainment Channel young viewers
Spotighted digital entertainment channel of the MZ generation
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Powerhouse of Reality Entertainment

Korea's Best Audition Program

News based on Truth and Fairness

Korea Institute of Corporate Reputation(As of 2021.02]

TV Chosun leads the field of entertainment  (OSEN, 2020-01-01)

Trot audition that changed the pop culture (The Fact,2020-01-25)

“Mister Trot” colors Korea with Trot (MK Sports, 2020-02-09)

Trot craze launched by TV Chosun moves the entire industry (Sisa Journal, 2020-03-15)

st1

st1
Well-made Drama Series 

CHANNEL
PREFERENCE 

CONTENTS 
POWER

POWER OF ORIGINAL MAIN PROGRAM LINEUP

2019 1H
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2019 2H
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2020 1H 2020 2H

TV CHOSUN

MBN

JTBC

ChannelA

1.673
1.77

Total
TV Programming 

CHANNEL
TV RAINGS

2.755

1

2

3

4

5

Miss Trot 2  (TV Chosun)

The Call Center of Love (TV Chosun)

Sing Again (JTBC)

I Live Alone (MBC)

Youn Stay (tvN)

How popular is “Mister Trot”... Highest TV ratings in the comprehensive
programming channel with 35.71%  (Money Today, 2020-02-14)

“Mister Trot”...The most popular TV contents by age group in the first half of the year, 
responded by people in 20s-50s (MK Star Today, 2020-07-02)

TV Chosun historical drama worked again... “Wind and Cloud and Rain” dominate
(Dailian, 2020-07-08)

"Miss Trot 2" tops the brand reputation in 
entertainment programs (Chosun Ilbo, 2021-02-08)

No. 1 TV program that Koreans like,
"Romantic Call Center" (Chosun Ilbo, 2020-05-27)

“Mister Trot” won the 56th Baeksang Arts Awards
for Best Entertainment Award (Daily Sports, 2020-06-05)

Unit=%

Nationwide/Paid Broadcasting Households

Nielsen Korea 

st1



Miss Trot 2
Trot Survival
160 Min
12 episodes
Kim Sung-Ju

Mister Trot
Trot Survival
160 Min
11 episodes
Kim Sung-Ju

ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT

Miss Trot 2 Mister Trot

The only original Trot Contest that shines in the widely popular period of Trot
Korea’s best viewer-participating program that determines the global Trot Queen

A new concept audition that brought tears and laughter to the entire nation <Mister Trot>, a popular program that 
made Trot, which was had treated as a genre for only elderly, turned into a mostly loved genre in Korea

<Miss Trot 2>, the sequel to <Mister Trot>, <Miss Trot>, which brought 
the Trot syndrome by uniting entire generations from the 10s to the 80s.
Another well-made survival audition by TV CHOSUN that changed the game of Korean entertainment.

<Mister Trot> produced Korea’s best national singer Lim Young-woong.
Regardless of age or gender! A new concept audition that conveys the rhythm and emotion of trot
in a flashy and glowing way! The next generation of trot stars who are armed with performances such as dancing
and rapping as well as singing! ‘Trotman’ show that will lead K-trot’s Hallyu beyond Korea to the world.

“One and only Original” Original Trot Survival <Mister Trot>, a game changer in Korean entertainment

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
MC

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
MC

Premiere on 2020.12 Premiere on 2020.01 

· Ranked 1st in entertainment ratings for 12 consecutive weeks (including terrestrial, total tv programming channel, and cable)

· Ranked 1st in TV Topics and contents influence evaluation index (Korea Institute of Corporate Reputation, CJ ENM)

· Ranked 1st in Korean’s Favorite Program (2021.01~03 / Gallup Korea)

· Recorded the highest ratings of 35.7% (Final episode, 2020.03.14, Nationwide / Paid Broadcasting Households)

· 2020 Baeksang Arts Awards-TV Category Entertainment Award
· Ranked 1st in TV Topics and contents influence evaluation index for 11 consecutive weeks  (Korea Institute of Corporate  Reputation, CJ ENM)

· Ranked 1st in Korean’s Favorite Program (2020.02~04 / Gallup Korea)

* Started with 28.6% ratings from the first episode, and recorded 32.9% in the 12th episode (2020.03.04, Finals)
*Started with 12.4% ratings from the first episode, 25.7% in episode 5 (2020.02.30), and 35.7% in episode 11 (2020.03.12 Finals),
  recording the highest ratings ever recorded in the total tv programming channel



Love AgainMiss Trot

ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT

Miss Trot
Trot Survival
160 Min
14 episodes
Kim Sung-Ju

Love Again
Reality Entertainment
120 Min
13 episodes
Shin Dong-Yeop, Kim Won-Hee

A grand feast of “Trot girls” to find 10 billion Trot stars who will lead the golden age of next-generation Trot A new concept reality program that presents the possibility of a new relationship after divorce

Find 10 Billion Trot Girl! A new concept Trot audition that rewrites the concept of audition <Miss Trot>
Trot Beauty’s voice contest to become the next Trot star begins! The fierce mission of each contest and the nervous 
battle of the contestants who dream of “Trot Queen!” The great rhythm and healing feast of Trot, only possible 
because it’s a Trot. Excitement and thrill! TV Chosun’s best hit of 2019, heavily armed with a thrilling mission.

One of the three married couples divorces in Korea.
There was no reality dealing with the marital relationship after the divorce!
In Korea, where the divorce rate is increasing day by day, the story of our real marriage and divorce that must be 
dealt with! The real-time drama that starts with the question, “Does a divorced couple have no choice but to live 
like strangers for the rest of their lives?” The divorced couple, who were once everything to each other but now 
their relationship is less than that of strangers, meet again, live in the same house for a few days, and have time to 
think about each other. It deals with marital relationship of couples after divorce that have never been seen before, 
suggesting the possibility of a new relationship after divorce.
Watching a divorced celebrity couple meet again and live in one house,
Their unexpected story begins.

Korea’s first new concept Trot audition program <Miss Trot> <Love Again>, a reality show about the relationship of divorced couples

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
MC

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
MC

Premiere on 2019.02 Premiere on 2020.11

· Exceeding the highest ratings of 10.75% for comprehensive programming channel entertainment recorded
  by JTBC’s <Hyori’s Homestay>, recorded 18.1% of the highest ratings in the history of comprehensive
  programming channel entertainment. (19.05.02. Finals)

· 2019 Brand of the Year Grand Prize - Music Entertainment Program of the Year
· 2019 Korea Contents Awards Grand Prize - Prime Minister Award for Achievement in Broadcasting
  and Video Industry Development



The Call Center of Love PPONG School

ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT

The Call Center of Love
Entertainment
120 Min
Kim Sung-Ju, Boom

PPONG School
Entertainment
120 Min
Boom

The glowing popularity of <Mister Trot> has returned to the hearts of viewers without a break!
<Mister Trot> TOP 6 (Lim Young-woong, Young-tak, Lee Chan-won, Jeong Dong-won, Jang Min-ho, Kim Hee-jae)
listens to the story of the viewers received in Mailbox No. 20 and presents laughter and emotion with songs.
In addition, a karaoke battle with the best singers in Korea is a bonus!
A stage full of thrilling excitement captivating eyes and ears!!
The TOP 6 jewel-like show where you can feel laughter, emotion, joy, and tears!

The special growth stage of <Mister Trot> Trotmen loved by the whole nation.
There is still a lot to learn about music and life!
There is no end to learning for our Trotmen to be reborn as the 
best Trot national singers in Korea with both skills and mind.
A full-scale life growth report that continues learning and challenges by directly challenging and 
confronting questions about life that everyone might have thought about at least once in their lives.
Trotmen’s, by Trotmen, special school for Trotmen <PPONG School>, a special class begins 
that cannot be bought even with money! <Mister Trot> Trotmen’s special public class! Coming soon!

A variety show for viewers with the voice of Trotman A special life school <PPONG School> where you learn lessons and philosophy while looking for answers to life

<Mister Trot> Top 6’s exclusive entertainment show that goes beyond touching and entertainment <Mister Trot> Trotmen’s full-scale growth entertainment program

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Premiere on 2020.04 Premiere on 2020.05 

· Ranked 1st in view ratings among entertainment shows aired on the same time of 22-23 o’clock

· Ranked 1st in Korean’s Favorite Program (Gallup Korea, 2020.05~12)



Love Recipe Taste of Love 

ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT

Love Recipe

Reality Entertainment

120 Min

Lee Hwi-Jae, Park Myung-Su

Taste of Love 
Reality Entertainment
90 Min
Season 1 (23 episodes), Season 2 (16 episodes), Season 3 (8 episodes)
Kim Sook, Park Na-Rae

Full of laughter for all ages! The true taste of pleasant family entertainment! 
Excitement, thrill, and tears are all there! <Love Recipe> The small but most sure and precious happiness 
in everyday life, small but definite happiness of a heartwarming entertainment! 
The smallest but largest universe of the myriad relationships in life, the couple.
What is the true small but definite happiness possible because we are married?
Meal time to naturally face your partner in tired daily life About the small but definite happiness
that listens to each other’s daily lives while eating together! The daily life of star couples and their simple happiness, 
which has never been seen before, is explored through meals.

A popular program that matched a real married couple, Lee Pil-mo & Seo Soo-yeon.
A new concept of romance humanities that suggests human-to-human “love communication” rather than casual 
encounters between men and women Marriage is a choice, dating is an option! Korea’s leading single men and 
women have a chance to date their ideal type! The taste of watching those who started love without hesitation!
The taste of excitement falling in love with your ideal type! The taste of companionship for those who have difficulty 
in dating! 100% pure and real romance, the <Taste of Love> that we’ve forgotten.

Splendid home, luxury food, celebrity couples who seem to enjoy an elegant life, but their preferences 
and tastes are different <Love Recipe> realistically shows their unexpected daily life and gourmet world

A new challenge for Korea’s lonely single men, a time to meet an ideal woman and jump into the scene
of romance Awkward taste at first, then taste of excitement <Taste of Love>

TV Chosun’s representative celebrity reality show that observes various
marriage lives of star couples

A new concept dating reality show in which Korea’s famous single stars date
their ideal type

Title

Genre

RT

MC

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
MC

Premiere on 2018.06 Premiere on 2018.09 

· First Taste of Love, Married Couple: Lee Pil-mo & Seo Soo-yeon
· Second Taste of Love, Matched Couple: Oh Chang-seok & Lee Chae-yeon
· Third Taste of Love, Matched Couple: Jung Joon & Kim Yoo-ji· Ranked 1st in view ratings among entertainment shows aired on the same time of 22-23 o’clock



Love (ft. Marriage and Divorce)

DRAMA DRAMA

Queen: Love and War

Love (ft. Marriage and Divorce)  
Melodrama
70 Min
16 episodes Mini-Series
Yoo Jung-joon, Lee Seung-hoon
Im Sung-han (Phoebe)
Sung-Hoon, Lee Tae-Gon, Park Ju-Mi, Lee Ga-ryeong, Lee Min-Young, Jeon Soo-Kyung, Jeon No-Min

Queen: Love and War
Historical Drama
70 Min
16 episodes Mini-Series
Kim Jung-min
Choi Soo-mi
Jin Se-Yeon, Kim Min-Gyu

Radio DJ Boo Hye-ryeong (33), radio PD Sa Pi-young (40), and the eldest radio writer Lee Si-eun (50), 
who have been together for several years at a radio station, have a happy family with their husbands
who are recognized in society as doctors, lawyers and professors.
But one day, an unexpected misfortune comes upon them, and the love, 
family and happiness they have kept are on the verge of disappearing in an instant like a mirage. 
Will they ever go back to their happy lives?
The moment you think everything is over, the story begins again.

After being shot in the head, a king who sees a visionary dream and a woman who is the main character of that 
dream appear. They are woman born under the prophecy of bad luck for changing the world, and man who had to 
abandon the woman because of the prophecy. Love blooms in the midst of such a whirlwind of fate, but the king 
chooses a method called the <selection of a spouse for the Royal family> to keep a woman, the main character of 
the visionary dream, by his side forever. The turbulent trickeries and party politics of the royal family and the vassals 
surrounding the selection of a spouse revive the tension of the drama with the great cause evil ambition, and endless 
greed, and the process of the selection in the Joseon royal family such as first selection, second selection, and third 
selection, which has not been seen so far, creates fun, emotion, and excitement. What would the women of the raw 
19th century look like, not covered by history?

The story of an unimaginable misfortune that happened to three attractive female characters
in their 30s, 40s, and 50s, a drama about the discord between couples seeking true love

Joseon’s only highest status allowed to non-orthodox Yi Clan dynasty, A story about the survival romance of the 
palace where people who are aiming for the position of “Queen” are contested for their lives

The returning work of the soap-opera master Im Sung-han (Phoebe), who scripted <Miss Mermaid>, 
<See and See Again>, <Dear Heaven>, <Heaven’s Fate>, and <New Tales of Gisaeng>

Another historical masterpiece drama with the highest viewer ratings among TV Chosun’s historical dramas 

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
PD
Writer
Starring

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
PD
Writer
Starring

Premiere on 2021.01 Premiere on 2019.12 



The King

DRAMA DRAMA

Kingmaker : The change of Destiny

Kingmaker : The change of Destiny
Historical Drama
70 Min
21 episodes Mini-Series
Yoon Sang-ho
Bang Ji-young
Park Si-Hoo, Ko Sung-Hee, Jeon Kwang-Ryul

The King
Historical Drama
70 Min
20 episodes Mini-Series
Kim Jung-min
Cho Hyun-kyung
Yoon Si-Yoon, Jin Se-Yeon, Joo Sang-Wook

A drama about a struggle for the throne between him and his love-threatening kingmakers
Late Joseon. A world where the power of Jangdong Kim Clan, who was stronger than the king’s power, was rampant. 
Cheonjung, who was from a rich prestigious family, his family was destroyed after his father’s death due to unfair 
accusations, and falls into a lowly fortune teller. 
After training and studying, Cheonjung gained a special weapon called heavenly life and the reason of nature, and 
grew up as one of Joseon’s best diviner and physiognomist… 
It is a drama about a hero who sacrificed his life for his beloved woman to change the dark fate of the Joseon Dynasty, 
but was not recorded in the political affairs. It uses both exciting and comic episodes and tragic historical events to 
unravel the curiosity of modern people about the heavenly life and the reason of nature.

There are two men here. The men who drew swords at each other to sit in the highest seat of Joseon dynasty... 
They were brothers. They were born from the same mother year after another and grew up like a friend. 
Grand Prince Suyang gained notoriety for killing his younger siblings, his nephew, and cutting down numerous 
vassals in the Joseon royal history. Gyeyu-Jeongnan is interpreted as his desire for power to become a king, and 
his younger brother Grand Prince Anpyeong, who was good at poetry painting, is regarded as the protagonist of 
misfortune that was pushed out of the competition. But is that really all the tragedy of the brothers? 
With the motifs of the lives of two princes, Suyang and Anpyeong, which existed, this drama depicts a fatal love story 
that no one knew about, starting from a grounded hypothesis that the desire for the crown and bloody politics were 
actually derived from a passion for a woman.

The beautiful challenge and sorrowful love of the protagonist, who is the best diviner of the Joseon Dynasty
who reads the fate and uses the heavenly life and the reason of nature as a weapon

A drama about the record of the heated desire and pure love of the two princes surrouding a woman
who wanted to have, even it means to kill own younger brother, a woman who wanted to make no one
in this world approachable

A fictional remake of a novel serialized in the Chosun Ilbo by writer Lee Byeong-ju in the 1870s 
with the background of the late Joseon Dynasty and the Korean Empire era

The beginning of a Well-made drama Mecca

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
PD
Writer
Starring

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
PD
Writer
Starring

Premiere on 2020.05 Premiere on 2018.03 



BabelHera : The Goddless of Revenge

DRAMA DRAMA

Hera : The Goddless of Revenge
Revenge Drama
80 Min
16 episodes Mini-Series
Kang Min-gu
Kim Hyo-jin
Kim Sa-Rang, Yoon Hyun-Min

Babel 
Scandalous Mellowdrama & Suspense Thriller
80 Min
16 episodes Mini-Series
Yoon Sung-sik
Kwon Soon-won, Park Sang-wook
Park Si-Hoo, Jang Hee-Jin

Kang Hae-ra, the wife of national MC Lee Hoon-seok, who fell into the abyss overnight after being embroiled in an 
affair scandal. She wondered if she was just being hit like that! Knowing that her affair was due to her husband,
Hun-seok’s scheme, she uses her past reporter experience to expose Hun-suk’s scheme. 
However, soon after being sued by Hun-seok for defamation, she faces a crisis... After receiving help from lawyer 
Cha Min-joon, who appeared as a lawyer at that time, she began to be asked by Min-joon to avenge victims who 
suffered various damages. Meanwhile, Cha Min-joon, a cold-blooded lawyer with 100% winning rate without blood 
or tears, who asked revenge from Kang Hae-ra, Min-joon, who devoted his life only to success and revenge for one 
person, begins to achieve that goal using Hae-ra...

There is a man who has only ran toward revenge.
Having killed his father, drove his mother crazy, and made him an orphan,
he aims a sword at the head of a chaebol family and throws away all of himself for revenge. 
Work and youth, ordinary life, future and even love.
One person comes in to a man in a such state. 
She is the woman who made his cold heart beat again.
In order to protect his dearest love, a man must throw away the only thing left for him.
Babel is a true love story of a man who has abandoned revenge, which was everything in his life, for a woman.

A mystery, exhilarating revenge drama that releases the frustrations of people being treated unfairly
and make viewers to feel catharsis

A drama about the love of a prosecutor who threw his life for revenge 
and an actress whose life was ruined by marriage to a chaebol

A revenge play for an absurd world to save an ordinary human life A work depicting the greedy face of a chaebol family revealed in the dark struggle of power

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
PD
Writer
Starring

Title
Genre
RT
Episodes
PD
Writer
Starring

Premiere on 2020.11 Premiere on 2019.01 



The UnstoppablesKorean Homestyle Mukbang Trip

REFINEMENTREFINEMENT

Korean Homestyle Mukbang Trip
Refinement
60 Min
Huh Young-Man

The Unstoppables
Refinement
80 Min
Kim Seong-Gyeong

A rice meal that everyone can easily think of as ordinary and common.
However, it is not a business that leaves a profit, but a taste that have put in my child’s mouth,
A warm meal with Huh Young-man, a foodie who faces a table of rice meal prepared with care.
A journey in search of a hidden restaurant engraved with the taste of memories 
in a notebook full of memo geek Huh Young-Man’s hand.

Korea’s sharpest! Strong characters gathered in one place!
Progressive current affairs are applauded, but stale current affairs are neglected.
Strong opponents who don’t match each other have gathered. 
A breathtaking current affairs show between high and low quality!
A very subjective analysis of phenomena by strong characters.

The cartoonist Huh Young-man, the author of the popular cartoon “Sikgaek,” introduces savory 
Korean local home meal to viewers who are tired of their daily lives and hunger

Korea’s sharpest current affairs refinement program 
that pursues fun and dignity at the same time, 
not obvious current affairs program. <The unstoppables>

A program where foodie Huh Young-man finds the true meaning and value
of taste at a simple local dining table.

Breathtaking high-quality current affairs debating show program

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Premiere on 2016.06 Premiere on 2013.10 



Club Moranbong

My Way

REFINEMENT

News 9

CURRENT AFFAIRS

· Recorded the highest ratings of 9.6% (2021.02.04 Nationwide/Paid Broadcasting Households), competing
  with terrestrial television beyond the comprehensive programming channel

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9 o'clock news
News 9
News Desk
8 o'clock News
News A
Comprehensive News
News Room

Program TitleRanking Ratings

KBS 
TV Chosun
MBC
SBS 
Channel A
MBN
JTBC 

13.8 %
9.6 %
4.2 %  
3.0 %
2.8 %
3.2 %
2.7 %

Nationwide/Paid Broadcasting Households[2021.02.04 ]

Nielsen Korea

My Way
Refinement
70 Min

News 9
Shin Dong-Wook, Yoon Woo-Ri

The real life story of people who are recognized as the best in each field, living a passionate life < My Way>
The life stories of people who live real lives, mentors who are models for others, 
and a unique life that lives up to their own values! 
A new concept documentary program that conveys the lives of people representing Korea honestly and plainly.

Documentary program of people representing Korea

Title
Genre
RT

Title
Anchor

Premiere on 2019.05 

Club Moranbong
Entertainment
60 Min
Park Mi-Sun

A program of variety of North Korean defectors’ beautiful and handsome men and women’s
“Korean peninsula drifts” that blooms through talk. Life in North Korea, North Korean defections, joys and sorrows 
in South Korea! North Korean defectors who came to South Korea at the risk of their lives, an inspiring story with 
laughter and tears! Unification Preparation Committee <Club Moranbong>

The right media to take the lead in power monitoring and reporting social corruptions
The report of truth and fairness <TV CHOSUN NEWS 9>

North Korean defectors’ roller-coaster real talk show

Increasing credibility of news by reporting the facts and telling the truth

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Premiere on 2015.09 



Seven Newsroom ‘Hotline’

What’s on Newspaper Case File 24

CURRENT AFFAIRS CURRENT AFFAIRS

Seven
Current Affairs
60 Min
Yoo Oh-Seong

What’s on Newspaper
Current Affairs
70 Min
Yoon Tae-Yoon

Newsroom ‘Hotline’
Current Affairs
70 Min
Eom Seong-Seop

Case File 24
Current Affairs
70 Min
Jeong Chan-Bae

It exposes the dark self-portraits of Korea currently using the motifs of the seven major sins of human beings, 
such as binge eating, greed, indolence, lust, pride, envy, and anger, introduced in the Italian artist Dante’s “Divine Comedy.”
While the existing investigative programs have obsessed over interest-oriented items such as murder cases and unsolved cases, 
Seven looks at our society as a whole with a variety of items.

Every morning, we gather information from major newspapers and visit our viewers!
Authentic current affairs program that organizes the important issues of the day published in the morning newspaper 
at a glance, and explains the back side of the article in an easy-to-understand manner.

A conversational current affairs program that delivers the hottest issues of the day <Newsroom ‘Hotline’>
introduces the fierce coverage site and delivers the Korea Today through the mouths of reporters with sense
of weight.

Specialized “social news” program that tracks the backside of various incidents
Various experts such as criminal psychology profilers, criminal experts, lawyers, and reporters appear to analyze 
pending issues in a sharp and in-depth manner.

An investigative prosecution program that uncovers various crimes, corruptions, and suspicions through field coverage

The morning newspaper on TV, Shintongbangtong, newspapers and broadcasts communicate!

“Press Headquarters Avengers Reporters” gathered at one table!

Numerous incidents and accidents happening every day around us

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Title
Genre
RT
MC

Premiere on 2017.08 

Premiere on 2016.05 

Premiere on 2017.04 

Premiere on 2017.07 



Miracle Habits Health Project : Great Legacy

Duty Free Health Shop  Perfect Life

Healthy Home Lovey-Dovey Everyday Life Tip

Health Show, For the age of 100 Almaeng-I : Your Health Central

LIFESTYLE LIFESTYLE

One small habit will change your life expentancy!
Top medical experts in each field have gathered to save 
your body damaged by wrong habits.
Observing every move you make, from eating habits to 
hobbies! The relentless intervention for a healthy life 
presents <Miracle Habits>

“Centenarian” means a person who is over 100 years old 
and lives a long life.
What is the driving force behind the evolution of a 
wise human being into a centenarian? A program that 
introduces the unique and trendy heritage of each country 
that has kept the health of mankind for over a thousand 
years and created “Centennial”

A gene that proves that I’m the only one in this world!
Genetic test is enough just once in a lifetime!
A lifelong health care program that presents an alternative 
to longevity in the age of 100 through genetic testing
<Duty Free Health Shop>
How about analyzing my body closely?

Changing your daily life will change your life!
Close observation of the star’s daily life, including beauty, 
fashion, exercise, diet, and health 
A program in which a group of lifestyle experts observe 
the daily lives of stars and present a premium solution 
by searching for “good signals” to follow and “bad signals” 
to be careful.

Revealing the special know-how to make a young and 
healthy home! Health and longevity healing home project
Dissecting Star’s house to represent viewers’ health 
concerns and curiosity! It provides a customized solution 
that divides the star’s house into three categories: health 
interior, lifestyle, and eating habits, then diagnosing and 
measuring the health index and reinventing it into a young 
and healthy home.

A story about daily life information that anyone can relate 
to and experience 
To those living in these days, this program presents daily 
wisdom and tips for living a more prosperous life through 
interesting stories. A new story that has never been 
experienced begins as soon as each other responds to 
each other’s stories and sympathizes with each other. 

“New Concept Health Lecture Show” delivered to modern 
people living in the age of 100.
From special lectures from the best in Korea to living 
health secrets released by the best experts in each field!
<Health Show, For the age of 100>, a public health project 
that collects and discloses only fun and easy information 
that will make the world healthy and beneficial.

The era of information flooding with new information!
Breaking through infinity and indiscretion!
A variety show program that only picks out the best useful 
information.
A new concept information show that uncovers different 
issues in a variety of topics <Almaeng-I> is responsible 
for the valuable information and fun of the entire nation.

Title Title

Title Title

Title Title

Title Title

Miracle Habits  60 Min Health Project : Great Legacy  70 Min

Duty Free Health Shop  60 Min  Perfect Life  60 Min  

Healthy Home  60 Min Lovey-Dovey Everyday Life Tip  60 Min

Health Show, For the age of 100 60 Min Almaeng-I : Your Health Central 60 Min

Premiere on 2019.11 

Premiere on 2020.05 Premiere on 2020.06 

Premiere on 2020.08 Premiere on 2019.10 

Premiere on 2018.12 Premiere on 2019.12 

Premiere on 2018.10 




